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A numerical model of the medial open wedge tibial osteotomy based on the finite element method was
developed. Two plate positions were tested numerically. In a configuration, (a), the plate was fixed in a
medial position and (b) in an anteromedial position. The simulation took into account soft tissues
preload, muscular tonus and maximal gait load.

The maximal stresses observed in the four structural elements (bone, plate, wedge, screws) of an
osteotomy with plate in medial position were substantially higher (1.13–2.8 times more) than those
observed in osteotomy with an anteromedial plate configuration. An important increase (1.71 times
more) of the relative micromotions between the wedge and the bone was also observed. In order to
avoid formation of fibrous tissue at the bone wedge interface, the osteotomy should be loaded under
18.8% (,50 kg) of the normal gait load until the osteotomy interfaces union is achieved.
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1. Introduction

Medial open wedge tibial osteotomy is a current surgical

intervention for the correction of varus knee deformities. It

is preferred to the lateral closing wedge osteotomy as

numerous complications shall be avoided such as

neurological complication (Hernigou and Ma 2001),

compartment syndrome (Staubli et al. 2003), lateral

muscle detachment, proximal fibula osteotomy and leg

shortening (Lobenhoffer et al. 2004). In several clinical

studies (Badhe and Forster 2002, Koshino et al. 2003)

better score on open wedge than on closing wedge

osteotomy were observed. Moreover, the open wedge

osteotomy is preferred as the difficulties encountered

when performing a subsequent total knee arthroplasty are

reduced (Hernigou and Ma 2001).

Earlier no internal fixation or plaster was used for

maintaining the wedge in place. It was thought that the

wedge would be held by compressive forces due to

elongation of the surrounding soft tissues. But displace-

ment of the wedge with loss of correction was observed

(Hernigou et al. 1987). To overcome this complication, an

internal fixation composed of a plate and screws were used

for all osteotomies. In recent open wedge varus osteotomy

studies (Hernigou and Ma 2001, Badhe and Forster 2002,

Koshino et al. 2003, Staubli et al. 2003), the use of

internal or external fixation at least during 4 months

postoperatively were generalized. Although, some clinical

studies proposed a specific positioning of the fixation and

wedge (Hernigou and Ma 2001, Koshino et al. 2003,

Staubli et al. 2003), no comparison between different

layouts was found neither in these studies, nor in finite

element investigations (Sato and Morishita 1999, Schmitt

et al. 2001). From a biomechanical viewpoint, the spatial

distribution of the structural elements composing the

osteotomy (wedge, plate, bone) plays a key role. Indeed

these elements are responsible for the structural stability

of the osteotomy. Their relative positions with regard to

the applied physiological loads have an important impact

on the stress distribution and micromotion magnitude at

the bone-wedge interface. Although, no clinical studies

reported wedge failure nor failure due to fibrous bone

formation at the bone wedge interface, the load path shall

be optimized in order to minimize stresses and

micromotions at the bone-wedge interface. Indeed, large

micromotions seem to take place at this interface
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as Hernigou et al. (Hernigou and Ma 2001) observed

lucent line at the bone-wedge interface on radiographs,

indicating presence of fibrous tissue at this interface.

The goal of this study was to evaluate how would be

modified the stress distribution and micromotion

magnitude when fixing the supporting plate (SP) in an

anteromedial position rather than in a medial position.

The two configurations were tested numerically with

help of a finite element model of the medial open wedge

tibial osteotomy. The simulation took into account soft

tissues preload, muscle tonus and maximal gait load.

The wedge was assumed to be made of acrylic surgical

cement and was placed in posteromedial position which

corresponds to the current clinical practice (Hernigou

and Ma 2001).

2. Methods

2.1 Finite element mesh

Using the commercial software ABAQUS/Standard 6.2–1

(HKS Inc., Newpark, USA), a mathematical model based

on the finite element method (FEM) was built to

investigate numerically the open-wedge osteotomy.

The external contour of an intact tibia was reconstructed

from CT slices of a patient of 35 years old without

apparent pathology. It is thus assumed that the tibia of a

patient with various deformation has a similar spatial bone

density distribution than a healthy knee. The optimal size

of the pixel was 0.39 mm, with a resolution of 512 £ 512

pixels and CT transversal slices are obtained every

0.7 mm. The 3D geometry was generated by AMIRA

software (Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informatik Berlin,

Germany) and then transferred to PATRAN software

(MacNeal-Schwendler, South Coast Metro, California,

USA) for FE mesh generation. It was estimated that such a

procedure allows a geometrical reconstruction within an

error of 2 pixels, i.e. 0.78 mm (Büchler et al. 2002). Using

the automatic mesh generator of PATRAN, first order

hexahedral volume elements (C3D8) were created.

Thorough attention was paid to have at least two volume

elements through the cortical bone depth, in order to get

a good numerical representation of the density step

between cancellous and cortical bone (Rubin et al. 1993).

The osteotomy was then performed virtually under the

supervision of a senior orthopedist, and a correction angle

of 108 was applied. A wedge with a cross-section

corresponding to one forth of the osteotomy section was

laid in the posteromedial position (figure 1), which

correspond to the current clinical practice (Hernigou and

Ma 2001). The interfaces between the wedge and the tibia

were modeled by contact surfaces which allow separation

and friction. The tangential friction law was based on

Coulomb’s criterion for delimiting adherence from

friction and a non-associated slip rule governing the slip

velocity. The SP was reconstructed geometrically from a

standard stainless steel T-plate (Synthes), and modeled by

quadrilateral shell elements (S4R5). It was screwed to the

tibial head by four titanium M4 £ 55 screws, which were

modeled by beam elements (B31). In order to model the

load transfer at the interface between the screw and the

bone, multipoint elements (LINEA) were used to connect

each node of the screw (beam elements) to the

neighbouring nodes of the bone located within a disc of

4mm diameter. Thus, the bending stiffness of the screws

was modelled accurately with the only assumption that the

radial stiffness of the screws was assumed infinite.

The connection of the screw head to the T-plate was

achieved similarly. The leg of the T-plate was fixed to the

main tibia part by two screws which were modeled

identically as the screws fixing the T-plate to the tibia

head. Two SP positions were studied; (a) the plate

was positioned on the lateromedial axis, in medial

position; (b) the plate was positioned at half distance

between the posteroanterior and lateromedial axis, in

anteromedial position (figure 1).

The whole osteotomy model was composed of 98 beam

elements (B31), 676 shell elements (S4R5) and 25496

volume elements (C3D8).

2.2 Material properties

The constitutive laws for both cortical and cancellous

bones were assumed to be linear elastic, inhomogeneous

and with transverse isotropic symmetry. This was found

Figure 1. Plate positioning—Top view of the tibial osteotomy without tibia head with a SP in (a) medial position, and in (b) anteromedial position.
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to be a reasonable assumption (Williams and Lewis 1982,

Rakotomanana et al. 1992, Rubin et al. 1993).

Inhomogeneity of bone was taken into account by

considering a quadratic relation between elastic moduli,

shear modulus and apparent density (Rice et al. 1988,

Linde et al. 1991). The elastic constants were taken form

the literature (Reilly and Burstein 1975, Cowin 2001).

The friction coefficient between the wedge and the tibia

was assumed to be similar to the one observed at a bone–

bone contact. Van Frauenhofer et al. (Shockey et al. 1985,

Von Fraunhofer and Schaper 1985) have quantified the

translational and the rotational friction coefficient between

two bony structures between 0.5 and 0.7.

The wedge and T-plate materials were considered linear

elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. The T-plate was made

of surgical stainless steel (AISI 316L) which had an elastic

modulus of 200 GPa and Poisson ratio of 0.3. The elastic

constants of the wedge were assumed to be similar to those

of commercial acrylic surgical cement, often used in open

wedge osteotomy. Harper et al. (Harper and Bonfield 2000)

reported an average Young’s modulus of 3GPa. A Poisson

ratio near incompressibility were assumed, i.e. 0.45.

2.3 Loading and boundary conditions

The loading occurred in two steps corresponding to (a) the

surgical intervention induced-loads and (b) physiological

loads taking place after surgery (figure 2). Firstly, the tibia

was opened with a correction angle of 108, corresponding

to the averaged correction currently performed. The

wedge was placed in-between the tibia parts and held in

position by the compression loads due to the elongation of

the remaining intact cortex, medial collateral and patellar

ligaments. A dedicated FE model was created to evaluate

the periosteum elongation loads and is described in the

following section. In addition to the surgical intervention

induced loads, femorotibial contact loads due to muscular

tonus were further compressing the wedge. The tonus was

estimated to be 400 N (Taylor et al. 1997).

Secondly, once the T-plate was screwed, the osteoto-

mized tibia was loaded by postoperative physiological

loads. The gait loads were chosen because it is the most

constraining activity allowed post-operatively. These are

well known in terms of total resultant joint load (Taylor

et al. 1997, Hurwitz et al. 1998) and a maximal gait load

of 3.5 times the body weight (BW) was assumed. It takes

place at small knee flexion angle, therefore, full extension

was assumed. The femorotibial contact load distribution

was obtained from a FE model (figure 2) developed by

Ramaniraka et al. (Ramaniraka et al. 2003). As the aim of

the open wedge tibial osteotomy is to restore a favourable

load bearing axis of the lower limb, it was assumed that a

physiological load repartition between the lateral and

medial plateau of 40–60% was achieved. The locations of

the maximal contact stress on the tibial plateau were

similar to those reported in the literature (Hill et al. 2000,

Wretenberg et al. 2002, Donahue et al. 2003). Applying

tibiofemoral loads of a healthy knee on an osteotomized

tibia neglected the effect of tibial head deformation on the

tibiofemoral contact load distribution. Transposition of

the femorotibial contact forces from the complete knee

model to the osteotomy model was carried out relative to

their intrinsic coordinate system for the tibial plateau

(Pioletti et al. 1998a) and normalized to their cross section

inertia.

2.4 Periosteum elongation model

This model was meant to obtain numerical values of the

jaw forces induced by the opening sequence of the

osteotomy. They were mainly due to the elongation of

the remaining intact cortex, medial collateral and patellar

ligaments which exerted a stabilizing compression force

on the wedge (Hernigou et al. 1987). It was assumed that

the elongation of an intact periosteum of constant

thickness was representative of the reality. Furthermore,

the periosteum was taken as perfectly dissociated from the

tibia (no friction) on a given height and on the entire

Figure 2. Medial open wedge tibial osteotomy finite element model: The loads due the elongation of the periosteum after the opening the tibia were
evaluated with a simplified periosteum elongation model (left) and applied to the osteotomy model (middle). The maximal gait loads were calculated
with an entire knee model (right) and than applied to the osteotomy model (middle).
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circumference. The height corresponded to the length of

the vertical incision carried out by the surgeon, along

which the cortex was detached from the bone with a

chisel. A second incision was performed horizontally on

the anteromedial side of the tibia. This opening enables

the surgeon to cut the tibia and to insert the wedge in-

between the tibia parts.

The external contour of the tibia was defined by the

reconstructed geometry from CT slices. On the height of

the incision, deformable quadrilateral shell elements

(S4R5) of a 0.5 mm constant thickness were used to mesh

the periosteum. The local stiffness variations of the

peiosteum due to ligament attachment were not taken

into account leading to locally underestimated jaw force.

The nodes of the elements at the incision vicinity were not

equivalenced, forbidding load transfer. The entire model

was composed of 2036 shell elements (S4R5).

The periosteum was considered homogeneous linear

elastic. As the mechanical properties of soft tissue vary

significantly between individuals (Pioletti et al. 1998b,

Han et al. 2003), averaged values found in the literature

were used (Uchiyama et al. 1998, Popowics et al. 2002).

The tensile modulus was set to 80MPa and Poisson ratio

to 0.495.

In order to model the opening of the osteotomy, the

element nodes at the upper limit of the periosteum were

forced to move of values corresponding to a rotation of 108

around the bone hinge formed by the remaining cortical

bone at osteotomy level. The nodes at the lower limit were

fixed in translation.

A total force of 821 N was exerted by the elongated

cortex. This load was not continuously distributed along

the tibia circumference. Stronger closing loads were

observed on the posterior side than on the anterior side of

the tibia. The asymmetry and the order of magnitude of the

jaw loads were confirmed by surgeons who reported

subjectively to apply a rather high opening force.

Assuming a maximal hand grip force of 80 kg together

with a level of arm of 2 w.r.t. the cortex closing force,

a maximal opening force of 1600 N may be exerted.

A subjectively determined rather high force may

reasonably be related to 50% of the maximal hand grip

force of the surgeon. The calculated forces due to

periosteum elongation were then applied on the osteotomy

global model (figure 2).

3. Results

3.1 Micromotions and displacement

The maximal micromotion at the interface between the

bone and the wedge was greater in osteotomy with SP in

medial position than osteotomy with anteromedial plate

position (figure 3). At 3.5 BW, a factor 1.71 between the

two configurations was observed. The maximal micro-

motion magnitude for the medial plate position was 1230

and 720mm for the anteromedial plate configuration.

The maximal micromotion for both configurations was

located at the lower interface between the wedge and

the bone.

The osteotomized tibia with SP in medial position

showed the maximal displacement. It was located on the

tibial head and its magnitude was 8.3 mm at 3.5 BW. This

value decreased by a factor 1.38–6.0 mm for an

anteromedial plate position. The movement associated

with the displacement can be decomposed in a rotation

around the remaining bone at osteotomy level and a

rotation around the lateromedial axis. This last movement

was more pronounced in a medial plate configuration.

3.2 Stress distribution

The maximal von Mises stresses observed in the

osteotomized tibia was the greatest when the SP was

fixed in medial position (figure 4). Higher maximal

stresses were also observed in the wedge, the SP and

the screws for tibial osteotomy with medial SP. At 3.5 BW,

Figure 3. Maximal micromotion at the interface between bone and
wedge in function of the loading in body weight fraction for two different
SP positions.

Figure 4. Maximal von Mises stress observed in the tibia bony structure
in function of the loading in body weight fraction for two different SP
positions.
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the maximal stress in the bone was 2.78 times higher in a

medial plate configuration than an anteromedial configur-

ation, with magnitudes of 292.3 and 104.8 MPa,

respectively. In the wedge, a factor of 1.45 was found

between osteotomy with the plate in medial position

(smax ¼ 168 MPa) and the osteotomy with the plate in

anteromedial position (smax ¼ 116 MPa). Finally, a

decrease of the maximal stress in the SP of a factor 1.40

and in the screws of a factor 1.13 was also observed

between a medial plate position (SP smax ¼ 2072 MPa;

screws smax ¼ 122 MPa) and an anteromedial plate

position (SP smax ¼ 1485 MPa; screws smax ¼ 108 MPa).

The location of the maximal stress on bone for both

configurations was found to be under the lower medial

corner of the wedge. The maximal stress on the wedge was

concentrated in the medial corner of the wedge. The most

constrained region of the fixation system composed of the

T-plate and the screws was located at the junction between

upper screw fixing the leg of the T-plate to the main

tibia part.

3.3 Effect of friction coefficient

The variation of the friction coefficient at the interface

between the wedge and bone had small impact on the

stress distribution. Increasing the friction coefficient from

a value of 0.5 to a value of 0.7 caused a maximal stress

variation in the SP of a factor 1.07. The stress variations

observed in the bone and wedge were even smaller.

Similar increase of the friction coefficient resulted in a

decrease by a factor 1.19 of the maximal micromotion

(figure 5).

4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to evaluate the variation of

stress level and micromotion magnitude due to different

positions of the SP in an open wedge osteotomy. It was

found that when the plate was in a medial position, the

maximal stresses observed in the four structural elements

(bone, plate, wedge, screws) were substantially higher

than by an anteromedial plate configuration. Factors

between 1.13 and 2.8 depending on the elements were

observed between the two configurations at full weight

bearing. Placing the SP in an anteromedial position was

limiting the maximal stress. At 3.5 BW, the maximal stress

in the bone and in the SP was under the ultimate stress

generally reported for the bone (104 , 190 MPa), and

surgical stainless steel plate (1485 , 1500 MPa). Instead,

the ultimate stress for bone was exceeded after 2 BW in

the case of a medial plate position. The very high stresses

calculated in the wedge, plate and bone took place at

maximal gait load and are local. Hopefully, these loads are

most of the time avoided in clinic by prescribing a partial

loading of the knee (up to 20 kg) until a clear evidence of

the osteotomy consolidation was seen on radiographs.

A great decrease (1.71 times less) of the micromotions

between the wedge and the bone were calculated when the

plate was moved from a medial to an anteromedial

position. However, the level of micromotion at 3.5 BW

was well above the limit of 100mm after which took place

the formation of fibrous tissue at the bone/implant

interface described in the literature (Pilliar et al. 1986,

Soballe et al. 1992a, Soballe et al. 1992b, Soballe 1993,

Jasty et al. 1997, Büchler et al. 2002). Maximal

micromotions less than 100mm was calculated (figure 3)

for open wedge osteotomy with a plate in anteromedial

position and loaded under 0.65 BW, which corresponds to

a partial loading of the knee of 18.8% (,50 kg).

It was shown that the friction coefficient had small

impact on the stress and micromotion values. A weak

decreasing behavior of the maximal stress and micromo-

tion with increasing friction coefficient was observed

(figure 5). Thus, the most constraining case was identified

to be an open wedge osteotomy calculated with friction

coefficient of 0.5.

During gait cycle, the impact of the plate position on the

biomechanics of the osteotomy was maximal when

constrained by the maximal gait load. As it took place at

small flexion angle, the femorotibial contact forces were

the most anterior. During the rest of the cycle, the knee

joint flexion angle increased, the femorotibial contact

forces moved in posterior direction (Freeman 2001) and

decreased (Taylor et al. 2004) leading to less constraining

loading of the bone, wedge and plate. The surgical

intervention induced-loading was approximate because of

the simplified soft tissue description. It was not considered

that during the opening process of the osteotomy, the

periosteum may be damaged, resulting in overestimated

elongation loads. However, neglecting the variation of

thickness and stiffness of the periosteum due to muscles

and ligament attachment area underestimate the

elongation loads. The elongation of the femorotibial soft

tissues was not taken into account. Possible overestima-

tion of the preload may be viewed as an additional safety

margin in what concerns stress between the wedge
Figure 5. Impact of the interface friction coefficient on the maximal
stresses and maximal micromotions.
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and bone. However, the effect of the plate position may

not be affected by these assumptions. Finally, the

micromotions at the bone wedge interface were

considered only after preload, thus minimizing the effect

of preload on the micromotion magnitude.

Referring to the literature, three clinical studies

(Hernigou and Ma 2001, Koshino et al. 2003, Staubli

et al. 2003) mentioned an anteromedial plate position for

medial opening wedge tibial osteotomy. However, these

studies like the numerical ones (Sato and Morishita 1999,

Schmitt et al. 2001) found in the literature did not identify

the biomechanical advantages related to such a position.

Furthermore, the impact of different plate positions in

open wedge osteotomy was not assessed.

5. Conclusions

The present FEM study showed that the SP position had a

great impact on the biomechanical behavior of the open

wedge varus osteotomy under maximal gait load.

Positioning the SP medially was found to support smaller

loading than an open wedge osteotomy with anteromedial

plate position, thus achieving smaller structural stability

and safety. Furthermore, micromotions at the bone/wedge

interface were found to be of greater magnitude when the

plate was positioned medially rather than anteromedially.

Finally, an open wedge osteotomy with an anteromedial

plate should be loaded under 18.8% (,50 kg) of the

normal gait load until the osteotomy interfaces union is

achieved. It should avoid fibrous tissue formation at the

bone/wedge interface.
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